
Two-Way Sort Gate #904000

1. Slide latch bar over 
the square tube on 
gate. (Can secure this 
by using an optional 
bolt (not supplied) if you 
don’t want to “remove” 
the handle and work 
from the other side.

2. Slide the extension 
unit over the latch 
bar. If you are 
standing at the wide 
portion of the gate 
and facing the hinged 
portion, the holes of 
the extension unit 
should be on the right 
and left. 

3. Bolt the gate handle 
to the right side of the 
extension unit, using 
the 2 upper holes of 
the extension unit.

1. 

2. 

3. 

How to assemble gate handle (with the extension unit) for a 45" chute system

Attach the completed 
Two-Way Sort Gate to your 
handling equipment setup.

This bolt not supplied.

Use the supplied bolts to attach the 
Gate Handle to the Extension Unit. 

Hole for optional 
bolt (not supplied)

1. 1. Slide latch bar 
over the square 
tube on gate. (Can 
secure this by using 
an optional bolt (not 
supplied) if you don’t 
want to “remove” the 
handle and work from 
the other side.

How to assemble gate handle (without the extension unit) for a 36" chute system

2. With supplied bolts, bolt 
the gate handle to the side 
of the latch bar. 

Most people attach the gate 
handle to the right side of the 
latch bar. This allows them 
to run the Guillotine Gate 
(#905801) with their left hand 
and the Two-Way Sort Gate 
with their right.

Attach the completed Two-Way 
Sort Gate to your handling 

equipment setup.

1. 

2. 
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Hole for optional 
bolt (not supplied).

Use the supplied bolts to attach the 
Gate Handle to the Extension Unit.  

This bolt not supplied.

Gate Handle

Extension Unit

Latch Bar

These parts plus 2 bolts 
and 2 nuts will be taped to 
the Two-Way Sort Gate. 
Remove so you have three 
separate pieces.

Gate Handle

Extension Unit

Latch Bar


